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Why Not Discuss

Do You Need
a Digital
Detox?

Politics at Work?

D

S

martphones, tablets, laptops, and computers dominate our lives. Could you use a “digital detox”? A digital
detox is when you switch it all off—eliminate texting,
posting, chatting, and snapping for an uninterrupted break.
Sound good? If so, try it for a few hours at first. Work your
way up to a day or two. Begin by sharing your plan with others. Pick a realistic time like a weekend, and prepare to feel
anxious, fearful, guilty, or a little selfish. It’s part of the experience—and it might make you more determined to try it.
Explore more: [search “digital detox.”]

Let’s Talk about

Colorectal
Cancer

M

arch is Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month.
Prevention through
screening could save the lives of
60 percent or more of those who
will be diagnosed. Could you be
one of them? The key myth about colorectal screening is that an
unpleasant sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy is the only way it’s
done. Talk to your doctor about an at-home smear test called a
fecal occult blood test. This test is not a substitute for a colonoscopy, especially if you have had polyps found in a past colonoscopy. However, this test could still save your life if there is evidence of blood in the stool, which signals the need for a more
complete examination.

iscussing politics at
work usually creates
tension and discord
among coworkers. You may
feel passionate about free
expression, but maintaining
harmony and avoiding conflict
with workplace colleagues are
more important. Another
downside to discussing politics may be the questioning of
your propriety, your judgment, and your ability to fulfill a leadership role. Today’s workplace requires that everyone value
diversity so workers are free to maximize their potential in an
atmosphere that is safe, supportive, and welcoming. Discussing politics in the work setting creates an atmosphere contrary to these goals.

Should You Be Screened for

Depression?

T

he United States Preventive Services Task Force
(part of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services) has recently announced
its newest recommendation:
that medical doctors routinely
screen for depression, especially in children, young adults,
and women who have recently been pregnant. Depression
has many symptoms, but in early stages it may be barely noticeable. Feeling less excited about things than you once
were or taking longer to get things done are a couple of examples. Asking questions about these and other symptoms
can help doctors spot the diagnosis of major depression early
enough to help prevent a disabling or life-threatening condition.
Source: http://www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org [search “depression”]

Information in FrontLine Employee is for general informational purposes only and is not intended to replace the counsel or advice of a qualified health or legal professional. For further help, questions, or referral to community
resources for specific problems or personal concerns, contact a qualified professional. Add “http://” to source links to follow. Link titles are always case sensitive.

When Change Comes,
Will You Adapt?

If

“the only thing certain is
change,” then a vital life skill
is the ability to adapt. Change
can come fast, so develop this
teachable life skill. Start by asking
yourself some questions: (1) When
sudden and unexpected change
happens, do you quickly consider
healthy actions in order to adapt to it with as little delay as possible?
(2) Are you willing to be flexible in the choice of actions you must
take? (The best choice may not be the easiest or the least stressful
in the short run.) (3) Do you decide what you want from the change,
which could be something entirely different, and not previously considered, in your life? (This puts you in control of the impact change
has on your life, so you are less likely to be a victim of it. As the saying goes, “Make lemonade from lemons.”) (4) Do you plan ahead
(think upstream) about strategies for coping with change so you can
better skirt the rapids when they appear? (5) Do you strengthen and
invest in yourself—build relationships, understand effective communication, attend to personal finance and retirement planning, and
nurture your physical, emotional, and spiritual selves? With change
comes anxiety and trepidation, but if you are prepared, you will see
the opportunities, reduce fear, and feel more certain about adapting
to it.

How to Interrupt
Impulse Eating

If

you often peek in
the refrigerator when
not really hungry—
just to check out what’s
going on in there—then
you might be keeping on
extra pounds because of
impulse eating. Experts
say you could lose up to
ten pounds a month by
getting a handle on this practice. Impulse eating is not the same as
compulsive eating (which is associated with eating disorders). Impulse eating has triggers: boredom, a TV commercial break, snacks
in easy reach, late-night hunger, or even too big a plate. To intervene in impulse eating, keep a diary for a week. It will stir your motivation to make corrections. Then start making rules for the triggers
you spot. Develop a complete strategy, and see how much weight
you can lose by learning more. Read “Mindless Eating: Why We Eat
More Than We Think” by Brian Wansink. You can find a used copy
online for less than a buck!
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New Sedative
Drug Crisis

T

he heroin epidemic in North
America has
received much attention, but overdose
deaths from prescription sedative
drugs (benzodiazepines, or “benzos”) like Xanax, Valium,
and Klonopin have also soared. Benzos are prescribed
for anxiety, mood disorders, and insomnia—common
complaints among employees. Research in the American
Journal of Public Health reports overdose deaths are up
400 percent since 1996! A key finding: 75 percent of heroin deaths also involve these medications. Combining
benzos or alcohol with heroin can increase the risk of
death, and overdoses from benzos have increased at a
faster rate than prescriptions for them have. Did you
know that talk therapy can be more effective for many, if
not the majority of, complaints treated with benzos? Solutions from talk therapy may also last longer if you acquire
life skills to manage stress and solve personal problems
more efficiently. Could you benefit more from talk therapy
and less from benzos? Talk to your doctor about the best
options for you.
Source: http://einstein.yu.edu [search “overdose deaths”]

What Parents Need to Know about

Adderall Abuse

A

dderall is a stimulant
(amphetamine) used
primarily to treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). A 2016 report
from Johns Hopkins University shows a continual increase
in Adderall abuse by young
people (ages 18 to 25) despite a decrease in the total
number of prescriptions nationwide. Abuse of Adderall
typically originates with medication being stolen or illicitly
given to others. Although Adderall is rarely addictive for
those who legitimately use it with a prescription, its addiction potential is explained by larger doses typically used
by abusers. Serious cardiovascular side effects including
stroke come with Adderall abuse, and so does the risk of
depression, bipolar disorder, and aggressive or hostile
behavior. Is Adderall “disappearing” from your home?
Source: http://www.jhsph.edu [search “news,” then “Adderall misuse”]

Lighten the Load with

HUMOR AT WORK
The most wasted of all days
is one without laughter.
~ E. E. Cummings

Laughter …
the Best Medicine
There are few better ways to break out of a
funk than with a deep belly laugh. As it
turns out, the “medicine” that laughter
provides is very real. Research proves that
laughing not only lightens your mood by
releasing pleasure-inducing endorphins, it
also inhibits stress hormones and lowers
blood pressure.

Coming Together …
By Cracking Up
Ever notice how just one person can lighten the mood of an entire group? It’s the
same reason that a comedian is always
funnier when you’re right there in the audience cracking up along with everyone else
-- laughter is contagious.
Now why would that be? Well, some medical researchers suggest that laughter is
more about social bonding than humor. It
makes sense if you think about it. There
are very few interpersonal conflicts that
can’t be at least temporarily diffused by a
healthy dose of humor. Laughter is a release that naturally breaks tension, and the
effects are immediate.

Why We’re So Afraid to
Have Fun
That being the case, why are so many offices so lacking in humor? Part of the reason is that the business world often frowns
upon humor, viewing it as being unprofessional or a sign that people aren’t working
hard.
The other part is that we simply become
conditioned to lose our sense of fun and
silliness as we grow older. We’re expected
to be serious. And for those of us who
aren’t naturally funny, social inhibition can

keep us tied to a safe, quiet demeanor.

Making Laughter
Part of Your Day


Laughter is part of a healthy
work environment and best
of all, it’s free! So let humor
be your secret weapon the
next time you’re feeling
overwhelmed. Here are some tips to
lighten your mood and get the laughs
flowing when you need them the
most.



Choose to find humor in situations.
Instead of saying, “I’ll laugh at this
one day,” choose to laugh now.



Learn to laugh at yourself. Self deprecating humor is the easiest to pull off
(and often most appealing to others).

Use fun, laughter (and music) in training to encourage engagement and
memory.



Bring a few kids toys with you to
work and keep have them ready for
the next time you need to blow off
steam.









When you find yourself having a hard
time finding humor and laughter,
surround yourself with positive people. Be there to support others in
time of need.
Make a game of being silly. Find a
coworker you’re comfortable with
and try to outdo each others’ absurdities.
Develop an “Emergency Laughter
List”.1 List five memories, jokes or
even funny internet videos that always make you smile. Use the list as
needed.



Fake it ‘till you make it. Research
shows that simply smiling will improve your mood.



Develop a humor bulletin board that
encourages fun and appropriate humor. Readers Digest is an excellent
source for jokes and funny stories that
most everyone can relate to.

1
Teaching is Too Important to Take Seriously
by Scot Endres with permission and other contributions and
inspiration by Patricia Vanderpool, LPC, CEAP, SAP,

Using Laughter
Resources to Jump Start
the Fun
Not all of us can be comedians. Sometimes the jokes need a little push. Try
clipping a few of your favorite office
humor cartoons like Dilbert and sharing them with coworkers. Better yet,
ask everyone to bring in an example of
something that made them laugh. Not
only will it lighten everyone’s mood,
you may just be surprised at what you
learn about each other.
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EFAP Office is located at
#310 820 51st Street
(Northstar Business Centre)
Upcoming Meetings
 The next EFAP Peer Advisor meeting - March 9/16 at 1:00
p.m. at the Rusty McDonald Library
 The next EFAP Admin Committee meeting - March 10/16 at
2:00 p.m. at the EFAP Office.
 The next EFAP Board of Directors meeting - March 17/16 at
Saskatoon Light & Power (Brand Road). Time: TBD.

EFAP Board of Directors Meetings for 2016:
March 17
June 16 September 15
December 15

Peer Advisor Meetings 2016:
March 9
May 11
July 13
September 7
November 9

April 13
June 8
August (no mtg)
October 12
December 14

To access counselling services, please call the counselling agency
directly to book your appointment. The contracted agencies are:
Broadway Counselling & Therapy— 306-653-3232
Crossroads Therapeutic Solutions— 306-665-6661
Family Counselling Centre— 306-652-3121
Penney Murphy & Associates— 306-242-1010
Professional Counselling and Associates— 306-934-5898
Professional Psychologists and Counsellors—306-664-0000
If you have any questions or would like Maria to recommend a counsellor
please call the EFAP office at 306-975-3327

